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Abstract 

This paper presents a design of two-point interpolation filters. The 
proposed design method provides novel interpolation kernels including 
trigonometric polynomials and it is considered to be a generalized 
version of the standard linear interpolation. Also, the proposed design 
method gives us an efficient hardware implementation by adding our 
modifying functions to the linear interpolation. Experimental results 
indicate that the proposed kernels outperform the existing kernels. 

1. Introduction 

Interpolation has been a very active research area since digital signals 
such as video, image, audio and modem signals require a technique for 
resampling or resizing. Because different applications need different 
interpolation methods, there have been many techniques such as finite fixed 
kernels [1-3, 9], spline kernels [4-5], adaptive kernels [6-8] and so on. In 
general, interpolation performance improves as the support of the kernels 
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increases, whereas interpolation complexity also increases. Thus, a short 
kernel is sometimes required if the cost of interpolation is concerned           
[2, 10-12]. Among short kernel-based methods, the linear interpolation 
method is considered as a standard method, especially for hardware devices 
[12]. Thus, much less attention has been paid to developing a new one such 
as two-point filters. However, there is an ever-lasting need to improve 
interpolation performance. Moreover, a two-point filter is recently required 
for odd components of signals [10]. 

In this paper, a design of two-point interpolation kernels is proposed to 
keep interpolation complexity low and to enhance interpolation performance. 
We introduce a general form for two-point interpolation kernels utilizing the 
hat function that is used in the linear interpolation. Also, we introduce a 
parametric trigonometric polynomial to enhance the performance of the hat 
function. We then apply several useful conditions to the parametric kernel to 
determine the parameter. In addition, it turns out that our method provides an 
efficient implementation by modifying the linear interpolation method; thus 
the proposed interpolation method can be easily implemented by adding our 
modifying function to the linear interpolation. This means that our method is 
a generalized version of the standard linear interpolation. 

2. Proposed Design for Interpolation Filters 

2.1. Formulation 

For a given set of discrete samples ( ),kxf  an interpolation process 

produces a continuous signal ( )xf  which is defined by 

 ( ) ( ) ( ),∑ −β=
k

kk xxxfxf  (1) 

where ( )xβ  is the interpolation kernel. This interpolation process is called by 

the convolution-based interpolation due to the nature of formula (1). To be 
an interpolator, the kernel ( )xβ  should satisfy the zero-crossing condition, 

which means that ( ) 10 =β  and ( ) 0=β x  for any nonzero integer x. Note 
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that the computational cost increases as the support of an interpolation kernel 
increases, especially in hardware implementations. Thus, we consider a 
design of an interpolation kernel that is as short as possible. Consequently, 
the length of the kernel is set to be two. Then, we can define a kernel of 
length 2 as 

 ( )
( )
( )⎩

⎨
⎧

≤≤−β

≤≤β
=β

.01,

,10,

xx

xx
x

L

R  (2) 

From the zero-crossing condition, the kernel should hold that ( ) =β 1R  

( ) 01 =−βL  and ( ) ( ) .100 =β=β LR  Also, it is preferable to apply the y-axis 

( )0=x  symmetric condition to the kernel, which means that ( ) =β xL  

( ).xR −β  In addition, it is preferable to apply the partition of unity condition 

(DC-constancy) 

 ( ) ( ) .11 =−β+β xx LR  (3) 

Note that this condition guarantees that the energy of the resampled signal 
remains unchanged [3]. If the y-axis symmetric condition and the partition of 
unity condition are applied to (3), then this yields 

 ( ) ( ) .11 =−β+β xx RR  (4) 

This states that the kernel ( )xRβ  is point-symmetric with respect to the point 

( ).21,21  And then this is helpful to choose a function for the kernel ( ).xRβ  

The choice of the kernel ( )xRβ  is considered to be the design of the 

interpolation process. From the point-symmetric condition, we can easily 
define functions passing through the point ( ).21,21  The simplest function 

is the line function coming from ( ),1,0  passing through ( ),21,21  and 

going to ( ).0,1  The kernel ( )xRβ  is simply defined by ( ) xxR −=β 1  and it 

is utilized in the linear interpolation method. Note that many interpolation 
applications employ the linear interpolation kernel for its simplicity and 
moderate quality, especially in hardware systems. It is natural that the design 
of interpolation kernels is based on the linear interpolation kernel since the 
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linear interpolation is very common and easy to employ it in the literature. 
For this reason, we define the kernel ( )xRβ  as 

 ( ) ( ),1 xwMxxR +−=β  (5) 

where the function ( )xM  is a modifying function and the value w is a 

weighting factor. Consequently, the design of the interpolation kernel ( )xRβ  

is converted to the choice of a modifying function ( )xM  and a weighting 

factor w. 

If we apply the zero-crossing and point-symmetric conditions to (5),  
then the modifying function ( )xM  should pass through three points ( ),0,0  

( )0,21  and ( )0,1  and it should be point-symmetric with respect to the point 

( ).0,21  Based on these properties, we introduce four modifying functions 

that are ( ),2sin xπ  ( )( ),cos121 xx π−−  ( )( )xxx −− 121  and ( ),xquad  where 

( ) ( )xxxquad 21 −=  for x in [ ]21,0  or ( ) ( ) ( )xxxquad −−= 121  for x      

in [ ].1,21  Although there may be lots of modifying functions, discussions 

with the four introduced modifying functions are enough to understand the 
proposed design. 

2.2. Interpolation formula 

In the previous section, we discuss that how to choose a modification 
function for an interpolation kernel. This section describes that how to 
produce a continuous function using the functions that are proposed in the 
previous section. When the condition that the length of an interpolation 
kernel is two is applied to (1), we have 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),11 ++ −β+−β= kLkkRk xxxfxxxfxf  for .1+≤≤ kk xxx  (6) 

Here, let us assume that samples are uniformly spaced. Then, the distance 
between 1+kx  and kx  can be set to be one without loss of generality. Also, 

we apply a distance parameter kxxs −=  to (6). This gives us 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .10,11 ≤≤−β+β= + ssxfsxfxf LkRk  (7) 
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Substituting (5) to (7), we have 

 ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ).11 1 swMsxfswMsxfxf kk −+++−= +  (8) 

Note that the function ( )sM  is point-symmetric with respect to the point 

( )0,21  and this yields ( ) ( ) 01 =+− sMsM  or ( ) ( ).1 sMsM −=−  From 

this, (8) is represented in the form 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),1 1 MkMk sxfsxfxf ++−=  (9) 

where ( ).swMssM −=  It is easily seen that (9) is exactly the same as the 

linear interpolation formula except modifying the distance parameter s. 

2.3. Determination of weighting factor w 

After a modifying function is chosen, the weighting factor w should be 
determined. The factor w is considered to be a parameter to control the 
strength of modification. To determine the parameter w, we impose 

1C -continuity on the kernel in this paper. The continuity constraint enables 
the kernel smooth and it may give us a substantial gain in image quality. 
Now, we apply the continuity constraint to the kernel. Then we have an 
equation with respect to the parameter w in the form 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) .,,,
000 ===

−β
∂
∂=β

∂
∂=β

∂
∂

x
R

x
L

x
R wxxwxxwxx  (10) 

It states that the kernel ( )xβ  is 1C -continuous at the point .0=x  Substituting 

(5) into (10) and rearranging with respect to w, we have 

 ( ) .0
1

Mw ′=  (11) 

It can be easily seen that the parameter w is related to the modifying function 
that we choose and it is simply calculated by (11). Table 1 shows a list of the 
weighting factor w for the modifying functions discussed in this paper. 
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3. Discussion and Experimental Results 

The proposed design is intended for a two-point interpolation filter. 
However, there are existing designs of interpolating filters of length N and 
they can produce interpolating filters of length two as their subset. Thus, we 
discuss two different designs with the proposed design. One is the design of 
the CCI method [1] based on the cubic polynomial; the other is the design of 
the trigonometric polynomial interpolation (TPI) method [9] based on the 
Fourier analysis. 

CCI is intended for an interpolating filter of length four though it can 
provide an interpolating filter of length six. Also, CCI has a parameter a as a 

design factor and the parameter a is set to be 21−  if 3C -continuity is 

applied to the kernel. In case that the parameter a is zero, the support of the 
CCI kernel is limited and thus the CCI is considered to be an interpolating 

filter of length two. This CCI kernel is defined as ( ) −=β 32 xxCCI  

,13 +x  .1≤x  Interestingly, this kernel can be derived from the proposed 

design if ( ) ( ) ( )xxxxM −−= 121  and .1=w  

Table 1. Modifying functions and factors for some kernels 

 CCI TPI quad Sin 

( )xM  ( ) ( )xxx −− 121  ( )( )xx π−− cos121 ( )xquad  ( )xπ2sin  

w 1 1 1 π21  

Note [1] [9] Our Method 1 Our Method 2 

Also, TPI is for N-point interpolating filters. Basically, this design is 
based on the linear combination of trigonometric polynomials such as cosine 
functions. Thus, we can have a two-point interpolation filter if we choose just 
a cosine function in the design of TPI. The kernel of two-point TPI is defined    
as ( ) ( )( ) ,2cos1 xxCCI π+=β  .1≤x  Definitely, the proposed method 

can produce the two-point TPI filter if we set ( ) ( )( )xxxM π−−= cos121  

and .1=w  
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The two designs, CCI and TPI are quite different but they can be   
unified by our design. In other words, the existing designs for two-point 
interpolating filters are simply converted by choosing modifying functions 
and factors in our design. Also, our design has much higher flexibility          
to create two-point interpolating filters because we can choose various 
modifying functions and their modifying factor. For examples, we introduced 
the new modifying functions such as ( ),sin  ( )quad  that are listed in   

Table 1. 

Another important property of the proposed design is that the kernels 
from our design are accomplished by the linear interpolation with simple 
modification, referring (9), this is possible and Figure 1 illustrates a diagram 
that includes the existing linear interpolation block and the added block. 
Based on (9), the added block is to modify the parameter s. This property is 
very helpful to redesign the linear interpolating filter in hardware as well as 
software. 

 

Figure 1. Efficient hardware structure of proposed design. 

To evaluate our interpolation methods, we conduct an image scaling 
experiment that includes up-scaling and followed by down-scaling [7]. That 
is, we up-scale test images by a factor of root(2) and then down-scale the   
up-scaled images by a factor of 1/root(2). This experiment enables us to 
compare the original images and the resulting images by measuring PSNR. 
The PSNR results are shown in Table 2. We can see that the proposed 
kernels outperform the existing kernels such as the kernels of the linear 
interpolation, CCI and TPI. 
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Table 2. PSNR results from zooming experiment (dB) 

Images Linear CCI TPI Quad Sin 

Lena 40.92 43.96 44.32 45.35 46.84 

Baboon 30.25 33.23 33.60 34.63 36.14 

Peppers 39.00 41.82 42.18 43.15 44.66 

Airplane 38.46 41.22 41.57 42.60 43.97 

Finger 36.14 39.23 39.61 40.66 42.15 

Average 36.95 39.90 40.26 41.28 42.75 

4. Conclusion 

We have presented a design for two-point interpolation filters. The 
proposed design is considered to be a generic version of the standard linear 
interpolation. Also, our design provides very efficient structure in hardware 
implementation. Experimental results have shown that the proposed method 
outperforms the existing methods such as the linear, CCI and TPI methods. 
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